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Swift GRB ScienceSwift GRB Science
in the Next Few Yearsin the Next Few Years

 GRB population studyGRB population study
 More Short More Short GRBsGRBs
 One more GRB 060614 - like GRB?One more GRB 060614 - like GRB?
 OneOne more GRB 060218 - like GRB? more GRB 060218 - like GRB?

 GRB - cosmology connectionGRB - cosmology connection
 More More high-z GRBs high-z GRBs - z record?- z record?
 Probing the Probing the high-z high-z universe?universe?

 GRB/afterglow physicsGRB/afterglow physics
 Emission physics - multiple emission sites?Emission physics - multiple emission sites?
 Shock physics, outflow composition -Shock physics, outflow composition -  GLAST connectionGLAST connection
 Geometry: are Geometry: are GRBs GRBs jetted? How to tell?jetted? How to tell?
 Central engine physics - long term activityCentral engine physics - long term activity



The Canonical XRT The Canonical XRT LightcurveLightcurve::
How Much Do We Understand?How Much Do We Understand?
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Five components:Five components:
A mixture of external and internal emissionsA mixture of external and internal emissions

 Steep decay - GRB tail emission Steep decay - GRB tail emission (Internal)(Internal)
 Curvature effect alone?Curvature effect alone?

 X-ray flares: late central engine activity X-ray flares: late central engine activity (Internal)(Internal)
 Normal decay: standard afterglow Normal decay: standard afterglow (External)(External)
 Post jet break steep decay: Post jet break steep decay: (External)(External)
 Shallow decay (plateau) Shallow decay (plateau) (External (External vsvs. Internal?). Internal?)

 Refreshed shocks?Refreshed shocks?
 Engine-driven plateau?Engine-driven plateau?



GRB afterglows not from theGRB afterglows not from the
forward shockforward shock

 X-ray flares:  case solid, not discussedX-ray flares:  case solid, not discussed
 Steep decay:Steep decay:

 Curvature effect is not the sole storyCurvature effect is not the sole story
 Spectral evolution in the tail - cooling of the internal regionSpectral evolution in the tail - cooling of the internal region

 Shallow decay: diverse originShallow decay: diverse origin
 Case of refreshed shocks:Case of refreshed shocks:  evidence & issuesevidence & issues
 Internal origin of some plateausInternal origin of some plateaus
 Comments on other suggestionsComments on other suggestions

 Reverse shock dominated afterglow?Reverse shock dominated afterglow?

 Completely internal origin of the X-ray afterglow?Completely internal origin of the X-ray afterglow?



Spectral evolution of some GRB tailsSpectral evolution of some GRB tails
(Zhang, (Zhang, LiangLiang, Zhang 2007; Butler & , Zhang 2007; Butler & Kocevski Kocevski 2007)2007)

Campana et al. 2006 Mangano et al. 2007



GRB tailsGRB tails

 44 strong tails for Swift 44 strong tails for Swift GRBs GRBs before Feb. 2007before Feb. 2007
 11 has no strong spectral evolution11 has no strong spectral evolution
 33 has strong hard to soft evolution33 has strong hard to soft evolution

 16 are clean tails16 are clean tails
 17 have flare contaminations17 have flare contaminations



Mechanisms of spectral evolutionMechanisms of spectral evolution

 A structured jet with angular-dependent spectralA structured jet with angular-dependent spectral
index?  - index?  - NO!NO!

 A superposition effect between a hard componentA superposition effect between a hard component
and an underlying decaying soft component?  - Workand an underlying decaying soft component?  - Work
for some with weak evolution but cannot interpretfor some with weak evolution but cannot interpret
GRB 060218, GRB 060614 and GRB 050724 - GRB 060218, GRB 060614 and GRB 050724 - NO!NO!

 A cooling model - A cooling model - YES!YES!



A cooling model for GRB tailsA cooling model for GRB tails
Zhang, Liang & Zhang, 2007, ApJ
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A cooling model for GRB tailsA cooling model for GRB tails
Zhang, Liang & Zhang, 2007, ApJ



Diverse origins of the plateausDiverse origins of the plateaus

 48 clear cases of the shallow decay segment for Swift 48 clear cases of the shallow decay segment for Swift GRBs GRBs before Feb. 2007before Feb. 2007
 36 are followed by a 36 are followed by a ““normal decaynormal decay”” segment that satisfies the isotropic segment that satisfies the isotropic

forward shock models, no spectral change across the breakforward shock models, no spectral change across the break
 7 has optical observations across the break7 has optical observations across the break
 4 chromatic cases,4 chromatic cases,  3 achromatic cases3 achromatic cases

 8 are followed by a steeper decay segment that satisfied the jet models8 are followed by a steeper decay segment that satisfied the jet models
 3 are followed by a very steep decay segment that is inconsistent with any3 are followed by a very steep decay segment that is inconsistent with any

external shock modelsexternal shock models
 2 with optical detection across the break, all chromatic2 with optical detection across the break, all chromatic

 1 shows1 shows  significant spectral change across the break (however a big gap in thesignificant spectral change across the break (however a big gap in the
data)data)

Liang, Zhang & Zhang, 2007, ApJ











How bad is the external shock model?How bad is the external shock model?
Liang, Zhang & Zhang, 2007, ApJ

See also Willingale et al. (2007)



Spectral evolution across the break?Spectral evolution across the break?
Liang, Zhang & Zhang, 2007, ApJ

See also Willingale et al. (2007)



External origin ofExternal origin of  some plateaus?some plateaus?
(Refreshed shocks)(Refreshed shocks)

Liang, Zhang & Zhang, 2007, ApJ

 Evidence:Evidence:
 Most post break segment satisfiesMost post break segment satisfies

closure relationsclosure relations
 No spectral evolution across theNo spectral evolution across the

breakbreak
 Reasonable Reasonable ““qq”” values [L(t)  values [L(t) ∝∝  tt-q-q],],

mean value ~ 0mean value ~ 0

 Issues:Issues:
 Some chromatic breaksSome chromatic breaks

((Panaitescu Panaitescu et al. 2006)et al. 2006)
 Large error barsLarge error bars



Internal origin ofInternal origin of  some plateaussome plateaus

Troja et al. (2007)



Internal origin of some plateausInternal origin of some plateaus

 Extended central engine activityExtended central engine activity
 Different behavior from X-ray flaresDifferent behavior from X-ray flares
 Maybe we are witnessing two types of theMaybe we are witnessing two types of the

central engine behaviorcentral engine behavior
 Accretion power - flaresAccretion power - flares
 Spin down power - smooth plateauSpin down power - smooth plateau

 Break the degeneracy of the refreshed shockBreak the degeneracy of the refreshed shock
model - at least in some cases, a long-livedmodel - at least in some cases, a long-lived
central engine is indeed at workcentral engine is indeed at work



Reverse shock dominated emissionReverse shock dominated emission
(Genet, (Genet, Daigne Daigne & & Mochkovitch Mochkovitch 2007; Lucas & 2007; Lucas & Beloborodov Beloborodov 2007)2007)

 Two ingredients in theTwo ingredients in the
model:model:
 Reverse shockReverse shock
 Injection parameter Injection parameter ςς

 It is It is ςς  that makesthat makes
chromatic breakschromatic breaks

 Issues:Issues:
 How to hide forwardHow to hide forward

shock componentshock component
(carries most of energy)(carries most of energy)

 The forward shockThe forward shock
works wellworks well



X-rays as X-rays as ““late promptlate prompt”” emission? emission?
((Ghisellini Ghisellini et al. 2007)et al. 2007)

 Issues:Issues:
 The forward shockThe forward shock

works well, how lateworks well, how late
prompt emission satisfiesprompt emission satisfies
the closure relations ofthe closure relations of
thethe  forward shockforward shock
model?model?

 How to produce aHow to produce a
smooth smooth lightcurve lightcurve viavia
internal shocks? Whatinternal shocks? What
makes the differencemakes the difference
between plateaus andbetween plateaus and
flares?flares?



Swift is needed for GLAST burstsSwift is needed for GLAST bursts
(Gupta &(Gupta &  Zhang 2007)Zhang 2007)

 High energy spectrumHigh energy spectrum
along cannot be used toalong cannot be used to
differentiatedifferentiate
leptonic/hadronic leptonic/hadronic originorigin
of gamma-raysof gamma-rays

 Distinct Distinct radiativeradiative
efficiencyefficiency

 Swift isSwift is  needed toneeded to
measure the kineticmeasure the kinetic
energy/radiativeenergy/radiative
efficiencyefficiency



ConclusionsConclusions

 An important task of Swift in the coming years is to provideAn important task of Swift in the coming years is to provide
more data to understand the physical origin of the X-more data to understand the physical origin of the X-
ray/optical afterglowsray/optical afterglows

 The tails are not solely controlled by the curvature effect.The tails are not solely controlled by the curvature effect.
The cooling process of the prompt emission region may beThe cooling process of the prompt emission region may be
probed.probed.

 Most X-ray data are still consistent with the forward shockMost X-ray data are still consistent with the forward shock
model. Fundamental revolution may not be demanded.model. Fundamental revolution may not be demanded.

 Chromatic decay without spectral variation is a great puzzle.Chromatic decay without spectral variation is a great puzzle.
 In some cases, an internal-origin plateau is observed. It mayIn some cases, an internal-origin plateau is observed. It may

be connected to the be connected to the spindown spindown power of the central engine.power of the central engine.
 Swift can assistSwift can assist  GLAST to diagnose GRB composition.GLAST to diagnose GRB composition.


